Quantum computers, if fully realized, promise to be a revolutionary technology. As a result, quantum computing has become one of the hottest areas of research in the last few years. Much effort is being applied at all levels of the system stack, from the creation of quantum algorithms to the development of hardware devices. The quantum age appears to be arriving sooner rather than later as commercially useful small-to-medium sized machines have already been built. However, full-scale quantum computers, and the full-scale algorithms they would perform, remain out of reach for now. It is currently uncertain how the first such computer will be built. Many different technologies are competing to be the first scalable quantum computer.
INTRODUCTION
So what's all the hype about? Much of the excitement comes from simply how bizarre the quantum realm is. Quantum phenomena are counter intuitive and the invention of quantum mechanics changed the way we see the world. Despite being very strange, quantum mechanics is the most experimentally accurate and consistent scientific theory to date [1] [2] [3] . Quantum computation is the act of using quantum mechanics to perform computation. Quantum phenomena, such as superposition and entanglement, enable quantum computers to perform operations that have no counterpart in the classical world. These are powerful mechanisms that give quantum computers a key advantage over classical computers.
Significantly, there are important scientific problems for which quantum computers are the only known means by which to solve. Classical algorithm solutions exist, but either by excessive time (millions of years) or memory usage (more bytes of storage than atoms in the universe), are rendered entirely impractical. Thus, the creation of a full-scale quantum computer would be a revolutionary achievement.
Quantum computers can be implemented with a variety of physical technologies, such as trapped ions, superconductors, or photons. There are advantages to each approach. However, in each case, they are very hard to build. A common issue for each approach is quantum noise. Quantum mechanical states are extremely fragile and require near absolute isolation from the environment. Such conditions are hard to create and typically require temperatures near absolute zero and shielding from radiation. Thus, building quantum computers is expensive and difficult. The challenge increases dramatically with increasing size (number of qubits and the length of time they must be coherent) and thus only small to medium scale computers have been built so far.
Achieving full-scale computers is going to require a lot of work from many different fields, such as the design of quantum algorithms and error correcting codes, the architecture design of the computer itself, and the development of more reliable quantum devices. The difficulty of these challenges have lead critics to claim quantum computing is a long way off, potentially hundreds of years away from full-scale implementation. Some have even suggested it is not possible, even in theory [4, 5] . However, with improving hardware, error correcting codes, and fault tolerance in target applications, the research community remains optimistic [6] . Much of this progress is due to intense research efforts from large technology companies, such as Google, Microsoft, and IBM. Quantum research is also becoming ever more prevalent in academia.
Qubits: Fundamental Building Blocks of Quantum Computers
Qubits are the quantum version of classical bits. Just like bits, qubits have two states and can represent information in binary format. However, qubits can exist in both states at the same time due to superposition. The information contained in a single qubit can be described by two complex numbers and is typically written as α |0⟩ + β |1⟩
The coefficients, α and β, are the complex numbers and are commonly called amplitudes. |0⟩ and |1⟩ are the possible states of the qubit, which are commonly referred to as kets. The coefficients represent "how much" of the qubit is in state |0⟩ and how much it is in state |1⟩. They determine the probability of finding the qubit in each state when it is measured.
The third condition is because the qubit must be in one of its two states. While the magnitudes of the coefficients determine the probabilities, it is not the whole story. Significantly, α and β can be negative and contain imaginary parts. Such attributes allow there to be a phase difference between the states |0⟩ and |1⟩. While this phase difference doesn't affect the probability of measurement, it does affect the qubit state during computation and is a crucial component of most quantum algorithms.
This notation can be expanded to multiple qubits. Say there is one qubit, represented by α |0⟩ + β |1⟩, and another one represented by γ |0⟩ + δ |1⟩. These two independent qubits can be combined into a 2-qubit system. This is algebraically represented by a tensor product, ⊗.
(α |0⟩ + β |1⟩) ⊗ (γ |0⟩ + δ |1⟩)
As the two qubits are independent, the state of the system can be fully described with just two complex numbers per qubit.
To represent entangled states, where amplitudes of each qubit are not independent, the kets must represent the combined system. The above state can be rewritten as αγ |00⟩ + αδ |01⟩ + βγ |10⟩ + βδ |11⟩
While the qubits are still independent, note that the kets now represent the states of both qubits. The states act like a 2-bit integer, and the 4 coefficients now represent the 4 different possible states of the combined quantum system. Every time a single qubit is added, the number of possible states doubles, representing the exponential information stored in a quantum state. As the above state represents independent qubits, the coefficients can be factored back into the original form. This is not true for entangled states, where the quantum state cannot be described by specifying the state of each qubit separately.
An example of an entangled state is α |00⟩ + β |11⟩
There are two qubits, but the coefficients for |01⟩ and |10⟩ are 0. Thus, the system must be either in state |00⟩ or |11⟩. This is a fascinating and counter-intuitive condition. Both qubits are in a superposition of |0⟩ and |1⟩, and yet are defined to be in the same state. If one qubit is measured, the states of both qubits will be known. This state is one of the famous Bell states, and is used in quantum teleportation.
If n qubits in a quantum system, there are 2 n amplitudes. Amplitudes act like the variables of a quantum algorithm.
Through the progress of a quantum program the magnitudes and relative phases of the amplitudes will change. This
Manuscript submitted to ACM provides a lot of computational power, as while there are 2 n "variables", only n qubits needs to be manipulated. The caveat is that amplitudes cannot be directly measured. When the qubits are measured, the amplitudes are forced to be either 0 or 1 and only classical information is obtained. Additionally, the quantum information is destroyed in the measurement process. Thus, the final output of a quantum algorithm is at most n classical bits. Therefore, the key to quantum algorithm design is to use quantum information during computation to create a high probability of measuring a useful classical result.
This has proved to be a conceptual challenge, and the design of quantum algorithms is not straight forward. An excellent introduction to quantum mechanics and algorithms can be found in [12] .
Relation to Classical Computing
The state of quantum computation has been compared to classical computing in the 1950's [13] , where the fundamental building blocks existed but the full-fledged system stack did not. The authors of [14] say that quantum technology is much closer to classical hardware of 1938. At this time it was unknown what technology was going to prevail, how such devices would be built, or how they would be integrated to construct useful machines. In either case, the development of classical computers decades ago acts as a road map for the development of quantum computers today. Quantum devices are inherently different and bring their own challenges, resulting in tighter resource constraints [13] , but many of the concepts are the same. The construction of large scale quantum computers will require the development of quantum versions of devices, architectures, languages, compilers, and layers of abstraction. These quantum versions appear to pose greater challenges, but knowledge gained from the creation of their classical counterparts will prove useful. Much of the work will be taking classical concepts and adapting them to work for quantum systems.
A fundamental and major difference between classical and quantum computing is the concept of memory. Classically, there is a natural distinction between memory and computation. Data can easily be made permanent and moved around as needed. Disk memory can store data for arbitrarily long times, which can be copied and used as input for computation.
The results can also be sent back to permanent storage. The situation is quite different for quantum computers, where the quantum data typically only last as long as the program. There are a number of reasons for this. A fundamental limitation comes from the fact that a quantum state cannot be copied, according to the no-cloning theorem [15] . Thus, there is no way to create multiple copies of the same data. As a result, quantum computation always operates directly on the input data. In this way, quantum computing is similar to the classical concept of processing-in-memory, where values stored in memory are used as the inputs to logic operations. However, by definition, quantum operations "overwrite" the data in the process.
Physical limitations of quantum devices also put severe restrictions on quantum memory. Quantum states are fragile and naturally decay. Thus, it extremely difficult to maintain quantum information for long periods of time. Even maintaining data for the length of the program, the equivalent of RAM, poses a considerable challenge. No known quantum technology can provide the equivalent of non-volatile disk storage. There have been proposals for quantum computers with separate compute and memory regions [16] [17] [18] , however data loss in the memory remains an issue [19] . Some technologies have demonstrated relatively long coherence times [20] , which could in theory act as a quantum memory. However, these are at most a few seconds and have yet to be integrated with computation. Additionally, modern quantum computers have not achieved high qubit counts. Hence, there currently is not much demand for quantum memory.
A modern classical concept that has relevance for quantum computing is approximate computing. Quantum computing is probabilistic by nature, it is very common for a quantum algorithm to only have a reasonable probability of providing the correct answer [12, 21] . The answer can be checked for correctness with classical computations or the quantum algorithm can be run enough times to generate a sufficient certainty in the results. However, this probabilistic nature of quantum Manuscript submitted to ACM computing is not entirely equivalent to classical approximate computing. In many quantum algorithms, if the result is wrong, it is not usable. Quantum states that are very far from the correct result will usually have some probability of being measured. In this case, the measured result is not an approximation and there is no way to recover a correct answer; the algorithm must simply be restarted. However, a recent trend has been the combination of classical optimization techniques and quantum subroutines. Prominent algorithms such as the Quantum Approximate Optimization Algorithm (QAOA) [22] and the Variational Quantum Eigensolver [23] make use of this approach. For these algorithms, the results are not necessarily the best but are reasonably close approximates. The algorithms can switch between classical and quantum operations and the results can be improved with classical adjustments.
It is often noted that quantum computing, in the foreseeable future, is not a direct competitor to classical computers. The general notion is that quantum computers are capable of things that classical ones are not, but typically perform relatively poor on applications that classical computers can do well. The main reason for this is that quantum operations are slow, relative to classical transistor-based operations, and are error prone. Thus, there is often not much to gain by replacing a classical computer with a quantum one. This mindset restricts quantum computing to highly specific applications and cloud based services [24] . While some of this is likely to remain true, it should be noted that this is not necessarily a fundamental limitation. Quantum computers are slow and noisy, in large part, because of how they are currently made. Depending on the underlying technology, it is possible that someday quantum computers will be nearly or just as fast as modern classical ones, and will have sufficiently sophisticated mechanisms for handling noise. If this is the case, they could replace classical computers for general purpose computing. However, such developments are many years away, if they are possible at all.
Regardless of whether quantum computation will become ubiquitous or not, quantum technology will undoubtedly be of great use. Relevant and useful applications have already been found, and it is likely that the best uses of quantum hardware are currently unknown to us.
Skepticism
Despite the enthusiasm surrounding quantum computing, it is not without its critics. And indeed, there is good reason to be skeptical. Building quantum computers has proven difficult and they are prone to noise. It's been estimated that more than 99% of the computation performed by a quantum computer will be for error correction [25] . A much more serious problem is pointed out by Kalai [4] who suggests that quantum supremacy may be impossible due to noise inherent in quantum computing. It was argued in [5] that the analog nature of quantum information results in the need to require too many variables, rendering it an unrealistic task. However, the authors of [6] say that quantum computer design is a digital discipline, and suggest that scalable quantum computing is possible through modular design and error correcting codes.
Many believe that it is simply a problem of engineering [16] . The next few years will tell.
Potential and Motivation
Quantum computers are exciting and appealing because they operate in a completely different way than modern computers.
But in more a practical sense, quantum computing is worth pursuing because of the advantages it offers in relevant scientific and commercial applications. The applicability of quantum computing almost always follows the same pattern.
(1) There is a known problem which has great rewards if solved.
(2) Classical algorithms exist to solve such problems, but they take excessive time or memory to complete, rendering them impractical.
(3) It is believed that no reasonable classical solution exists.
(4) There is a quantum algorithm which can solve the problem under practical time and resource constraints.
(5) Unfortunately, quantum computers are not yet mature enough to effectively run the algorithm.
The main idea is that, historically, it is the algorithms that have motivated the development of full scale quantum computing. The potential of a large-scale quantum computer is already known, despite the fact that it doesn't exist yet.
This makes the research somewhat unique as the end goal is clear, but the technology must be developed in order to get there. Thus, large scale algorithms provide the best indicators of the full potential future of quantum computing 1 .
Peter Shor's factorization algorithm [26] is likely most responsible for generating interest in quantum computing. The algorithm efficiently factors a very large number into its constituent primes. Its based on the relationship between the given number to factor and the periodicity of a function defined by it [12] . Quantum parallelism enables a quantum oracle (set of quantum gates) to evaluate every input value of the function simultaneously. The quantum fourier transform (QFT), also developed by Shor, enables a measurement in the frequency domain, which is likely to report a number close to the period. Classical post processing, including the continued fractions and Euclidean algorithms, can be used to extract the exact period and find the constituent primes. A quantum computer running Shor's algorithm would have a completion time on the order of seconds to minutes. This is significant because RSA, the encryption scheme responsible for internet security, relies on the fact that such factoring is a hard problem. Classical best-known approaches take years (possibly billions of years) to complete [27] [28] . If one could factor large numbers quickly, one could also break internet security.
Thus, Shor's algorithm reveals that the existence of a quantum computer would have an immediate impact and has become the prime example of the potential of quantum computing. The QFT is very similar to the classical discrete time fourier transform (DFT), which is currently one of the mostly valuable and widely used algorithms. Unfortunately, the QFT cannot be used in the same manner that the DFT is [12] .
Quantum chemistry is another major application that will benefit from the development of quantum computing. It is possibly the most useful known application. Classical simulation of quantum chemistry is of interest in many fields, including chemistry, condensed matter physics, materials science, biophysics, and bio chemistry; but is limited by the exponential increase in required resources with problem size [29] . Thus, simulations are limited to finding the ground state energy of extremely small collections of molecules [23, 30] . Quantum computing offers a natural solution. A quantum computer's resources increase exponentially with the number of qubits it possesses. For a quantum computer, the problem of quantum chemistry would scale polynomially [3, 29, 31] . This could speed up simulations that are presently being run and enable simulation of larger systems and excited energy levels. Quantum Phase estimation [32] is the quantum algorithm that would be used in a large scale, fault-tolerant quantum computer [33] .
Grover's search algorithm [34] provides a quadratic speedup in uninformed search. While this is not as a significant of a speedup, it provides a fundamental and powerful example of quantum computing's potential. Performing search in sub-linear time is something clearly impossible in classical computing.
Progress Towards the Quantum Era
While the tasks ahead are daunting, the enticing rewards of quantum research has generated an extreme amount of recent progress. Quantum has quickly become one of the hottest topics and there are many developments at all levels of the system stack. A trend that has emerged is the use of noisy intermediate-scale quantum (NISQ) devices [35] . While advances towards full-scale quantum computers are on their way, it's been found that current quantum computers have potential of being useful, despite being small and noisy. Thus, finding applications for these attainable quantum devices has become a significant focus, in addition to the drive towards full scale computers.
2.6.1 Fully-Functional Computers. Google [36] , IBM (Q Experience 5,16, Q17 [37] Q20 [38] ), Intel [39] , and Rigetti [40] have all built quantum chips [41] , all of which are superconducting architectures. Vancouver based company D-Wave [42] has built adiabatic quantum computers. IBM had the highest qubit count with 50 at the end of 2017 [43] . Google announced its 72-qubit quantum computer in March 2018, Bristlecone, which is the highest number of qubits to date [44] . IonQ [45], a quantum computing startup company in Maryland has built the first ion-trap based quantum computer for commercial use [46] . Given that nearly all competitive quantum computers are superconductor based, the success of IonQ's machine came as a bit of a suprise and brings more attention to the ion-trap based approach [46] . IBM announced System One [47] Along with software comes the issues of the instruction set architecture (ISA), the operations that the quantum computer can understand. A number of ISAs have been suggested such as a von Neumann architecture-based virtual-instruction set [56] , quantum physical operations language (QPOL) [57] , Quil [58] , and OPENQASM [59] . Quipper [60] is a quantum compiler implemented in Haskell and Scaffcc [61] is one implemented on LLVM. It was noted in [62] that many of these ISAs, and corresponding compilers, focus on intermediate representations and do not consider low-level constraints involved in interfacing with a quantum computer. Their approach was to break down quantum instructions into micro-instructions, which are co-designed with an architecture. The corresponding ISA is called eQASM [63] . The authors of [64] proposed a compilation technique where individual quantum instructions are aggregated into larger operations. These aggregated instructions enable better optimization of the required control pulses, which reduces the latency of the program. Some recent works have adapted compilers to mitigate the effects of physical errors on near-term machines. The authors of [65] developed a search algorithm to find optimal qubit mappings to reduce overhead for 2-qubit gates. A compiler proposed in [66] maps quantum algorithms to run on the IBMQ16 [37] . The underlying hardware is frequently calibrated and the qubit coherence times and gate error rates change daily. The compiler is aware of these changes and optimizes to qubit placement to maximize the probability of successful program completion. The error rates on the IBM-Q20 [38] were studied over a long period of time in [67] , where they developed variation aware qubit movement and allocation policies.
Numerous quantum computing related add-on software packages exist, such as QuTips [68, 69] for python, QCSimulator [70] and QuantumOps [71] for R [72] , QUBIT4MATLAB for MATLAB [73] . An overview of gate-level quantum software platforms can be found in [74] . ProjectQ [75] is an open source software effort based in python. It is an attempt to consolidate efforts of quantum researchers by creating a shared platform which facilitates code sharing and re-use. The result would Manuscript submitted to ACM be similar to the machine learning community which produces a substantial python library. It enables the simulation of quantum algorithms and can connect to the IBM quantum experience [76] cloud service and run quantum algorithms on real hardware.
Algorithms.
There are a few famous quantum algorithms which have demonstrated the power of quantum computing.
Shor's algorithm [26] uses the QFT to factor large prime numbers. Grover's algorithm [34] can perform sub-linear search.
Simon's [77] and the Deutsch-Jozsa [78] algorithms not useful for practical purposes but demonstrate quantum potential.
Simon's finds the period of a function and the Deutsch-Jozsa determines if a function is constant or balance in one iteration.
There are a growing number of other useful algorithms [79] , such as quantum versions of financial portfolio optimization [80] , random walk [81] [82] [83] , and Blockchain [84] [85] [86] [87] [88] . A comprehensive list can be found in [89] . Approximation algorithms have been particularly intriguing. A main benefit is that they can be run on near-term, error prone quantum computers [33, 90] . They consist largely of classical computations with quantum subroutines. The process involves steering an entangled state towards a target state that minimizes a cost function, which can be done via variation of quantum gate parameters [91, 92] . Two of the most prominant are the Quantum Approximation Optimization Algorithm [22] and the Variational Quantum Eigensolver [23] .
The Quantum Approximate Optimization algorithm (QAOA) [22] was proposed in 2014. This was exciting as it appeared to be a generalizeable algorithm which could work on near term quantum computers [93] , and is a very strong candidate to demonstrate quantum supremacy. Though it is still unknown how widely applicable it is. At a high level, classical input conditions called clauses are specified, and the algorithm increases the amplitudes of quantum states that satisfy the clauses.
A useful circuit level explanation of the algorithm is provided in [94] . The original algorithm was proposed showing how it could solve max-cut, the problem of splitting a graph to maximize the number of connections between the two halves.
QAOA was used by the authors of [95] , who proposed variational quantum factoring (VQF) as an alternative to Shor's algorithm. It uses QAOA to find the ground state of an Ising Hamiltonian, which is a problem that can be mapped to factoring [95, 96] . Previously, this was attempted with quantum annealing or simulated adiabatic evolution [97] [98] [99] [100] .
The authors of [23] introduced the variational quantum eigensolver (VQE) which can be used to find eigenvalues of large matrices and is useful in simulations [101, 102] . The quantum phase estimation (QPE) algorithm is useful for quantum chemistry but has coherency requirements that are impractical on modern quantum computers. VQE can be used as a substitute for QPE and has become a popular due to its low resource requirements. It has been used a number of times for applications in quantum chemistry [31, 91, [103] [104] [105] . Additional theory related to VQE can be found in [106] . There is a concern about the number of samples required by VQE, which can lead to excessive runtime [92] . The authors of [33] proposed a new algorithm, α-VQE, which attempts to compromise between the larger number of samples required by VQE and the long coherence time required for QPE.
There's been great interest in whether quantum computation can be effective at machine learning applications. A number of quantum machine learning algorithms have been developed [107] [108] [109] [110] [111] [112] [113] [114] [115] [116] [117] [118] [119] . Approaches vary from translating classical machine learning models into quantum algorithms to creating new models based on the working principles of quantum computers [21] . Deep neural networks (DNNs) are of particular interest due to the incredible success of deep learning in classical neural networks. Unfortunately, neural networks seem to be an unnatural fit as they require non-linearity to solve complex problems, which contradicts with the inherent linearity of quantum computation [97] . Measurements of quantum states can introduce non-linearity [120] , however this does destroy quantum information in the process [121] . An interesting recent approach was the quantum classifier [122] which, similar to optimization algorithms, uses a combination of quantum and classical computations. The network is run many times with repeated measurements of the output, which introduces non-linearity. The results of the measurement are used with gradient descent to update classical parameters, which determine the quantum operations. Hopfield networks seem to be more compatible with quantum computing [21] , and have gotten some attention in quantum research [123] . However, they solve a different set of problems than DNNs, commonly pattern matching and content addressable memory. Kernel machines are another machine learning application that may provide an ideal path for integrating non-linearity with quantum computation [21] . A review of the quantum approaches to neural networks can be found in [121] and comprehensive reviews of quantum computation's applicability to machine learning can be found in [21, 49, 124, 125 ].
2.6.4 Network. Quantum entanglement allows for the teleportation of quantum states across large distances. This enables the possibility of a large scale quantum network, which could act as something of a quantum internet. Such a network is of great interest as quantum encryption is unbreakable, even in theory [126] , allowing for absolute security. Quantum encryption would serve the same purpose on the quantum network as RSA currently does for the modern internet. Quantum communication was a key area in the European Union flagship on quantum technology [9, 127] . China has taken the initiative and launched a low-earth satellite, called Micius, which has demonstrated direct entanglement across 1,200 Km [127, 128] . The satellite was used to distribute entangled photon pairs to two different locations on earth. The satellite was later used to perform quantum key distribution between the two sites [129] . Additionally, quantum teleportation over 30km
was achieved via optical fibre network in [130] .
While the concept of a quantum network is most associated with the quantum internet, it can also be an approach to achieving scalability for an individual quantum computer [131] . It is the concept of distributed computing, where the key idea is to create modular units that are relatively robust. A large scale computer can then be built by adding additional units, which are connected via a network. A significant amount of noise can be tolerated in the network if the individual units are of high quality [132] . The principles used for designing a distributed system apply whenever there are fast "local" operations and slower "long distance" operations, which is applicable for both monolithic quantum computers and quantum networks [133] . Distributed systems were explored in [132, 133] . Nodes for such networks, based on NV-centers in diamond,
were demonstrated in [134] [135] [136] .
QUANTUM TECHNOLOGY SCALABILITY
In this section, we discuss different quantum technologies and their potential to realize scalable quantum machines. There is a wide array of approaches and a complex and rich trade-off space. It is still unknown which technology will prove to be the most effective.
Error Correction
When discussing the scalability of quantum technology it is necessary to understand the role of quantum error correction.
Error correction is a necessary component of all computing systems. However, for quantum computers it takes center stage. Noise is essentially inevitable in quantum computation, and it's the main reason large scale computers have not been built yet [137] . Any interaction with the environment will modify or destroy a quantum state. As a result, quantum states can be corrupted during manipulation and will decay over time. A remarkable response to this has been the invention of error correcting codes. The basic idea is the same as classical error correction; some form of duplication is created, which allows the state to be restored if it is only partially corrupted. Effectively, the quantum information is "spread out" and is less susceptible to a single disruption. A significant difference for quantum error correction is that the states cannot be measured. Thus, traditional error correcting schemes do not work. Instead, extra quibits (called ancilla qubits) are interacted with the qubits holding the state. The ancilla qubits are then measured, the results of which will determine a set of actions to perform on the original qubits to restore the desired state. Interestingly, quantum errors are analog in nature, but the act of error correction digitizes the error [6, 138] . Therefore, a small set of operations is capable of extremely precise correction.
The simplest code that provides bit flip and phase errors is the Shor code [139] , which uses 9 physical qubits to encode one logical qubit. The Steane code [140] uses 7 qubits and has a recursive encoding, allowing there to be multiple levels of error correction [141] . Due to these error correcting codes, quantum computing can proceed in spite of the inevitable quantum noise. Unfortunately the overhead for quantum error correction can be quite high, and it is highly dependant on the physical error rates [16] . The architecture can help with this problem, as it can be designed to be efficient at the frequently performed error correcting operations [138] . However, the overhead can easily become unmanageable even with modest error rates. Thus, while some quantum noise can be tolerated, it remains the most challenging obstacle to building quantum computers.
Quantum Technology and Potential for Scaling
Quantum computation can be abstracted away from the physical processes that perform it. There are numerous physical methods to perform the same logical quantum operations, each of which can be quite distinct. The essential components are quantum superposition (qubits being in multiple states at once) and entanglement (the states of multiple qubits being dependent; cannot be described individually). Quantum computation has been shown to be possible using molecular magnets [142] , NMR spectroscopy [24, 143, 144] , photons [145, 146] , non-Abelian anyons [147] [148] [149] , trapped ions [150] [151] [152] [153] [154] [155] , Quantum Dots [156] [157] [158] [159] [160] , and superconductors [76, [161] [162] [163] [164] [165] [166] [167] . The physics describing these systems, and the specific engineering challenges associated with each of these technologies, would be quite different. However, the goal of each is the same and some general principles apply to all approaches. According to [3] , there are 4 conditions which any potential quantum technology must provide. The first item is simply the ability to reliably store and use information, a concept which is shared by classical computers.
However, this task is much harder for quantum computers due to decoherence. The second item is the same concept as a universal set of operations but with the additional constraint that the operations be unitary (which only allows linear transformations). NAND comprises a universal set for classical computers. The Hadamard, CNOT, and π /8 gates are one example of a universal set of quantum operations [3] , however the chosen set will depend on the underlying technology [155] . The last two items refer to the classical creation and measurement of states. As humans are classical beings, a quantum computer is not of much use if the quantum operations it performs cannot be applied to classical data or produce classical results. Thus, the quantum system must be able to interact with the classical world in a meaningful way. In summary, a quantum computer must robustly perform arbitrary quantum operations and be capable of being classically controlled and measured.
The list does not mention scalability, however it is nearly as critical as the other criteria. While interesting from a scientific perspective, a small quantum computer is not of much practical use. Even if it exceeds in all other metrics, a 5-qubit quantum computer isn't going to take on any real world applications. So the question is how to build a machine which is capable of all four criteria and is expandable to practical sizes. There are many factors at play and each physical (qubit connectivity), maturity, ease of fabrication, control, and integration and are important. Each of these metrics are dependant on others and one cannot consider them individually [155] . While each metric can't provide a full picture, it is useful to understand the general effect they have on the architectural design of a quantum computer.
Physics.
• Coherence Time is a measure of typically how long quantum states that represent qubits remain coherent. Longer times are preferable. This gives one more time to complete a quantum operation, allowing more operations (a deeper quantum circuit) to take place in a given algorithm. By the same token, error correction will have to be applied less frequently, creating a lower overhead.
• Gate Latency is how long it takes to perform a single quantum operation. A lower latency has a similar effect to longer coherence time. The shorter gate operations are, the more that can be performed before decoherence of the quantum state occurs. Latency is highly dependent on the physical technology but is also determined by the specific methods used to implement it. There is typically an optimal latency which introduces the least amount of noise.
• Gate Fidelity is how likely a gate will be performed without introducing error. It is why coherence time and gate latency are not linearly related. While lower gate latency allows more operations to occur within the typical coherence time, these gates introduce more opportunities for decoherence. Fidelity for quantum operations are substantially lower than in classical computing, often less than 99%.
• Mobility is whether qubits can physically be moved or not. Superconducting circuits cannot be moved, however ions in ion traps can be transported through a vacuum, and photons never stop moving. While mobility isn't a metric that can be improved as it is a characteristic of the physical device, it can impact how information is transferred between qubits and how entanglement is created. Thus, it is a factor to consider in evaluating potential implementations for computing.
Quantitative measures of each metric for various technologies are shown in Table 1 . For each metric there is typically a wide range, as the performance depends significantly on the specific implementation as well the underlying technology. As devices are under development, performances can change rapidly. There is a substantial trade-off space as all metrics are inter-related. A notable feature is that coherence times and latencies are, unfortunately so, inversely related. Isolation from the environment increases coherence times, yet makes interaction with qubits for logic gates more difficult, which increases the latency for gate operations [3] . Thus, there is a coherence-controllability trade-off [158] . A high level evaluation, suggested in [3] , is to divide the coherence time by the latency of individual quantum operations. Doing so gives a rough estimate on the number of quantum operations that can be performed, and therefore the size of the algorithms one would be able to compute. This is also referred to as the quality factor [158] . This is an important consideration, as clearly a computer which does not have a coherence time significantly longer than its gate latency will not be scalable. However, satisfying this constraint, even if quite significantly, does not inherently mean scalability. Numerous single qubit experiments have demonstrated large coherence-latency ratios [62, 154, 158, [165] [166] [167] 169] . However, these systems are untested beyond a single qubit and the effect of scaling on these coherence times and latencies is not clear. Coherence-latency ratio as a metric also does not account for gate fidelities. It is unimportatant how many gates can be performed within the coherency window if the operations themselves are destroying the quantum state. Therefore, gate fidelities must be high enough either to enable effective error correction, or finish the algorithm with a reasonably high chance of correctness. Similar to coherence times, the highest gate fidelities are typically seen in experiments with only one or two qubits, suggesting there is a difficulty in maintaining performance with scaling [174] . While no useful operations can be performed with a system with such few qubits (most systems do not contain a universal set of gates), such advances are still important steps forward in enabling larger scale quantum computation. Viewing the problem as a whole, a system should have enough qubits to hold the required data and enough gate fidelity and coherence-latency ratio to perform all required operations. Figure 1 shows the results of fidelity, absolute latency, and qubit counts of quantum gate experiments for various technologies, along with typical coherence times for each. Figure 1 is useful for insight but it should be noted that it does not represent a fair comparison between all experiments. The experimental setup and goals for each can vary significantly. For example, [24] is a 4 qubit computer intended for cloud services, whereas [154] is a single qubit experiment specifically attempting to achieve high gate fidelity. The quantum dot in [159] appears to have an excessively high latency. However, it has a coherence time significantly longer than the other experiments. Coherence times are highly variable and are not the focus of the experiments shown, so only a rough estimate is shown in the figure. It it noteworthy that other operations, such as measurement, have associated fidelities as well [13] . However, the requirements are most strict for the gate operations [174] .
Despite not being included in Figure 1 , photonic [175, 176] and topological quantum computing are prominant approaches. However, they are less similar to other technologies, which makes them difficult to compare on the supplied metrics.
Photonic gates are normally applied when a photon passes through some medium. While the fidelity of such gates is natural to consider, the latency is not. It could be considered as the time it takes the photon to pass through a certain region. However, this doesn't provide the same perspective as latency does for other technologies, where the latency is the length of the applied pulse. Topological computers have not been as thoroughly experimented with and there is not much data available. Likely, their operations will take longer than other technologies. Their potential lies in their possible near immunity to traditional sources of quantum noise. This is a very appealing feature, given error is main challenge for quantum computing, Of the listed technologies, ion traps and photon based computers have mobile qubits. The mobility of ion traps is likely to facilitate in entangling and easy communication between qubits, whereas the main benefit of the mobility of photons is likely going to be in the creation of long distance quantum networks. The other technologies have stationary qubits.
Mobility in and of itself appears to be an attractive quality as stationary qubits are often restricted to nearest neighbor only communication. For example, mobile ions can be moved to enable entanglement between distant qubits, whereas superconductors must rely on sequences of swap gates to move quantum states. (Alternatively, superconductors can couple over longer distance superconducting transmission lines, however this demands a number of connections which is hard to deliver in 2D layouts [177] ). This would seem to be an all out advantage for ion traps, however movement also increases risk of decoherence [56, 178, 179] . Mobility is an advantage only if it provides faster or higher fidelity entanglement between Manuscript submitted to ACM distant qubits. A design could make use of multiple qubit technologies, where stationary qubits can communicate long distance a via a network of mobile qubits [132, 136, 180] . Taking this to the extreme, all data qubits are stationary and all communication occurs over the network. Such a configuration is a distributed system, where scalability may be possible through modular design of the individual nodes [132, 133] and increasing the qubit count just involves added more nodes. This is a similar concept to that of a quantum internet, but with a focus on shorter distance communication to create a unified system. While these physical properties should be considered when attempting to scale a quantum computer, the authors of [14] warn against establishing standard metrics and benchmarks. It is important to remember that quantum computing is an emerging field. This means progress will be exploratory, rather than incremental improvements on existing techniques.
There are many competing approaches, each with unique challenges. Since it is not yet known which approaches will be the most effective, it is not possible to create universally useful metrics or standard benchmarks. Attempting to prematurely do so could actually be detrimental to the field. Research may be directed towards improving results on non-representative benchmarks, which are poor indicators of progress.
Engineering.
Beyond the physical properties of the qubits themselves, there are many other considerations which will determine how scalable a technology is. These considerations fall under the broad categorization of engineering.
• Topology is the connectivity between qubits. It will be greatly affected by the mobility of the qubits. Some technologies have immobile qubits and only allow nearest neighbor communication. In such cases the topology is the chosen connections.
• Maturity represents how developed a technology is and how experienced the community is at building it. While not a characteristic of the technology itself, maturity can have a significant impact on the focus it is given.
• Fabrication is an important consideration when extending from experiment to commercial production. Potentially thousands or millions of qubits will have to be reliably integrated. Such designs will require chips with large and complex circuits, which will have to be mass produced.
• Control and Integration can become difficult with large numbers of qubits. Integrating control circuitry along with many qubits can be difficult with the extreme noise sensitivity of quantum information. Analog signals are required to drive quantum operations, which can be difficult to deliver quickly and accurately at a large scale.
Entangling qubits is an essential component of quantum computing. Doing so allows for the creation of higher dimensional quantum states, which gives quantum computing its advantage over classical computers. The topology of a quantum computer affects the ease at which qubits can communicate and become entangled. As superconducting computers have immobile qubits, the topology determines which qubits can interact. Long distance communication will have to resort to swap gates, where the quantum states of neighboring qubits are swapped. Using this approach increases the number of gates required, with the increase proportional to the number of qubits [155, 181] . Technologies with mobile qubits can potentially interact all qubits with any other, though the the topology will determine if and if so, with what ease. As systems get larger, local interactions will be insufficient and longer distance communication will have to be considered [13] . IonQ's ion trap computer can hold 160 qubits, but has only performed full quantum operations on 11 of them [46] . The effects of topology were highlighted in [155] where they compared the performance of two different quantum computers on a variety of benchmarks. One computer was a 5-qubit superconducting computer from IBM [76] , organized in a star topology, one center qubit connected to four surrounding qubits. The other was their fully-connected 5-qubit ion trap computer.
The probability of success (measuring the correct output) dropped significantly on the IBM computer on benchmarks that required substantial amounts of interaction between non-connecting qubits. As larger quantum algorithms are implemented, many more qubits will need to be simultaneously entangled. The topology of future many-qubit computers will likely be critical to their performance.
Maturity is an important metric in these initial days of quantum computing. The full potential of each platform is currently unknown, but the effectiveness of some is more known than others. For example, superconducting computers have dominated the early years and many are in existence today. They are the main focus of multiple successful companies, such as IBM, Google, and start-ups D-Wave and Rigetti. Ion-trap computers also received much attention in the early years and have had notable advances recently. Superconducting and Ion-Trap computers are considered to be at the highest maturity level [155] , given that they have been used to build fully-programmable multi-qubit machines with high level interfaces, something that is yet to be done for other technologies. In contrast, topological quantum computers are still largely unproven. While topological computers may be more successful long term, superconducting computers look more appealing today.
Fabrication techniques for classical computers are extremely sophisticated and have undergone decades of intense engineering and optimizations. Quantum computers can be quite different in structure and introduce different considerations.
If quantum computing comes to prevalence, such chips will have to be mass produced efficiently [177] . The degree to which traditional fabrication techniques benefit the construction of quantum computers depends on how similar the underlying technologies are. Overall, semiconductor and superconductor technologies are currently the most compatible [182] . For example, superconducting computers with qubits based on Josephson junctions can be built with traditional circuit design and produced with well established lithographic techniques [177] . However, it is noteworthy that in the near term the development and fabrication process is different for quantum computers [8] . Large classical chip manufacturers must focus on mass production and scaling to smaller node sizes. Quantum computing currently doesn't have such demand. Rigetti, a maker of superconducting quantum chips, is a small company that manages to do quite a bit with a limited budget, in large part because they do not need to mass produce and can use outdated fabrication technology [8] .
There is a significant gap between high-level quantum programs and the physical realization of quantum gates. While the bulk of useful computation happens within the qubits themselves, classical control is responsible for issuing the quantum instructions, driving the instruments that implement quantum gates, and making decisions for error correction procedures. As more qubits are integrated, the complexity of this problem will increase. Hence, quantum chips will require significant amounts of classical circuitry and computing power. Relative to other sub-fields in quantum computing, there is little research applied to this task [62, 63] . There are two main considerations for this process to achieve scalabilty. One is simply the ability to efficiently schedule and implement the gates. While classical computers run considerably faster than the operations performed in quantum computing, this is still a difficult task. Most quantum technologies require analog signals to drive the operations. Quantum operations are time sensitive, requiring precise timing and fast feedback [62] . For superconducting computers, a delay in a pulse on the order of a couple nanoseconds can result in incorrect operation. Ion-traps require accurate and stable delivery of laser beams [155] . Scheduling and delivering these analog signals accurately and with a high degree of precision will be challenging for systems with thousands or millions of qubits.
The currently used experimental methods for generating these analog signals are typically not scalable. The solution will likely be architectural, rather than software based, due to the strict latency requirements [62] . The authors of [62] believe the solution is to separate the system stack into upper and lower levels. The upper level can be entirely classical and non-deterministic. The classical upper level can then send commands to a deterministic lower level, which converts classical commands into analog pulses. This allows for a separation of classical, logical control and analog waveform generation.
Additionally, the analog components can be abstracted away, allowing classical control to be applied to different underlying technologies. The second major consideration for scalability is performing theses control operations, and integrating the necessary machinery, without introducing too much noise. This poses quite a challenge as quantum information is extremely fragile and typically is kept close to absolute zero, well below 1 K [183] . Commonly, the classical control operates at room temperature. When there are many qubits, routing from each qubit, through this temperature differential, to the controller becomes unmanageable. Superconducting computers require large numbers of current carrying wires which can be difficult to route [155, 163, [184] [185] [186] [187] . A possible solution is to move the control circuitry closer to the qubits and operate at very low temperatures, which can enhance compactness and reliability [159, 160, 183, [188] [189] [190] [191] [192] . Due to limitations in cooling power, these circuits typically have to operate at a warmer temperature than the qubits, around 4 K. Such circuits need to be designed not only to generate very little noise, but deliver the performance required for the previously mentioned complex control operations. CMOS circuits appear to be well suited for this purpose [183, [193] [194] [195] [196] [197] . FPGA based control schemes have been also been proposed and tested, including being operated at very low temperatures allowing them to be placed relatively near the qubits [194, 198] . Another challenge to integrating and controlling large numbers of qubits comes from the qubits themselves. When close together, there can be unwanted couplings (referred to as "cross-talk" between qubits which can lead to the mixture of quantum states or decoherence [177] . A stable design should be able to both keep qubits well isolated and strongly couple them, when desired. A number of designs for various technolgoies have been proposed attempting to solve these concerns. A 3-dimensional layout using multiple layers using a process called "micromachining" was proposed for superconducting chips in [177] . A 3D integration scheme was demonstrated in [199] , where there were able to connect multiple superconducting chips and also chips for read out and interconnection.
A multi-layer ion trap was constructed with 3-dimensional microwave circuitry in [200] , where they claim an arbitrary number of layers is possible. A design for the integration of ion trap and superconducting qubits into a hybrid system is proposed in [201] .
Going Forward
While much progress has been made, there is still a long ways to go. Quantum remains an emerging field and there are many open problems to pursue.
Devices with significantly lower error rates are essential to building large-scale computers. The overhead of quantum error correcting codes is substantial and highly dependent on underlying error rates [16] . The error rate needs to be sufficiently low so that the addition of more qubits and longer coherence requirements does not cause an intolerable need for error correction. All physical quantum technologies are improving and only time will tell if reasonable thresholds are met.
Architectures that are scalable with the number of qubits are required to build larger computers. Noise becomes more of an issue with increasing size and the architecture has to be built to handle this. Designs must be capable of implementing complex control operations and performing efficient error correction, all while not introducing excessive noise themselves.
Additionally, the chips they require must be mass producible.
Algorithms that make use of noisy quantum computers are in high demand. Clever algorithms can lower the physical and engineering requirements in order to build useful quantum machines. Such algorithms are useful not only because they provide applications and benchmarks for current quantum computers, but they provide insight into the potential of quantum computing and motivate efforts towards ever larger scale implementations. [151] [152] [153] [154] [155] , Superconducting [62, 76, [163] [164] [165] [166] [167] [168] 168] , Quantum Dot [157, 158, 160, 202] , Solid State [169, 170, 203] , and NMR [24, 144] [204] High compatibility with existing fabrication techniques [177] ; Electronic control [177] ; Easy coupling [205] ; Mature technology [13] Large footprint [13] Quantum Dot Semiconductor particles a few nanometers in size. Can be constructed in semiconductors with controllable numbers of electrons, including 0 to 1 [206] . The spin of these electrons can be used as qubits.
Potential scalability with well established fabrication techniques [13, 158, 159] ; All electrical operation, including electrically controllable spin-spin coupling [160, 202, [207] [208] [209] ; Potential high density [202, 208, 209] Decoherence due to electrostatic fluctuation [173, 210, 211] Ion Trap Individual atom held in a vacuum via an electromagnetic trap generated by surrounding electrodes. Laser pulses perform gate operations [3] .
Long coherence times [201] ; Mature technology [13] Fluctuating electric and magnetic fields push on the ions, causing decoherence [3] Photons Information encoded in polarization, orbital angular momentum, number (0/1 photons), or time [204] . Interact with phase shifters, beamsplitters, optical media, and photodetectors [3, 145] .
Lack of interaction with environment reduces decoherence [3, 145, 204] ; Mobility makes them ideal for quantum network communication [204] ; Built on silicon infrastructure [175, 212] Difficult to interact with to perform gates [3, 145] ; Difficult to interact them with each other ; Kerr media is absorptive and scatters light [3] ; Requires precise control of large circuits of linear optical components [175] ; Lack of single photon sources [13] Solid-State Spin Nuclear or electron spin of donor atoms in a semiconductor or NV centers in diamond.
Highly coherent [213] ; potential CMOS compatibility [214] High precision fabrication requirements [205] ; Slower operations for nuclear spins [213] Topological Non-abelian anyons can be created in superconductors and topological insulators [215] . Gates performed by braiding the anyons [148] or by performing measurements [216] .
Hardware level resistance to error [215] Less mature than other approaches; Hard to engineer [13] 
